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Abstract 
 
Practical measurement schemes require redundant observations for quality control and errors 
checking. This led to inconsistent solution where every subset (minimum required data) gives different 
results. Least Square Estimation (LSE) is a method to provide a unique solution (of the normal 
equation) from redundant observations by minimizing the sum of squares of the residuals. Analysis of 
LSE also provide estimate quality of parameters, observations and residuals, assessment of network’s 
reliability and precision, detection of gross errors etc. Many methods can be applied to solve normal 
equation, e.g. Gauss-Doolittle, Gauss-Jordan Elimination, Singular Value Decomposition, Iterative 
Jacoby etc. Cholesky Decomposition is an efficient method to solve normal equation with positive 
definite and symmetric coefficient matrix. It is also capable of detecting weak condition1 of the system. 
Solving large normal equation will require a lot of times and computer memory. Implementation of 
sparse matrix in Cholesky Decomposition will speed up the execution times and minimize the memory 
usage by exploiting the zeros and symmetrical of coefficient matrix. This paper discusses the 
procedures and benefits of implementing sparse matrix in Cholesky Decomposition. Some preliminary 
results are also included. 
 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
Least Square Estimation (LSE) is required in many survey and engineering applications to provide a 
unique solution from redundant data, estimate the quality of parameters, observations and residuals, 
assessment of network’s reliability and precision, detection of gross errors etc. LSE can be 
implemented either using observation, condition or combine equations. According to Abdul Wahid & 
Halim (2001), observation and condition equation are specific cases of combine equation. The 
mathematical model for observation equation can be defined as observation is a function of 
parameters, condition equation form the mathematical model with hypothesis that function of adjusted 
observations will satisfy certain condition (usually zero), while mathematical model for combine 
equation is a function of adjusted observations and parameters will satisfied certain condition (usually 
zeros). A complete discussion of these techniques can be found in Wolf and Ghilani (1997). This 
paper focused on the implementation of LSE using observation equation. 
 
According to Caspary (1987), 3 method of performing LSE are minimum constraint, minimum trace 
and partial minimum trace. LSE by minimum constraint require smallest possible number of 
coordinates to be datum definition (equal to number of datum defect2), minimum trace use all network 
stations as datum definition and partial minimum trace require number of datum definition to be more 
than datum defect. General equations for LSE using observation equation are shown in Equations (1) - 
(5). 
 
UNX 1−=              (1) 
12 −⋅= NQX σ)              (2) 
Where:- 
                                                 
1 Small change in coefficient matrix will cause drastic change of the inverse matrix 
2 Datum defect cause the impossibility of inversing matrix N 
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PAAN T=              (3) 
PLAU T=              (4) 
un
PVV T
−=
2σ)              (5) 
 
Numerical methods for solving normal equations [Equation (1)] fall into 2 general classes, iterative 
and direct. A typical iterative method involves the initial selection of an approximation  to)1(x ,x and 
the determination of a sequence  such that K,  , )3()2( xx xx i
i
=
∞→
)(
lim  (Geoge and Liu, 1981). 
Theoretically an iterative method will require performing an infinite number of arithmetic operations 
in order to obtain ,x  but in practice the iteration will already be stopped after the current 
approximation is acceptably close to .x  In the absence of rounding errors, direct methods provide the 
solution after a finite number of arithmetic operations have been performed. This paper focused on the 
solution of normal equation using direct method (Cholesky Decomposition). 
 
 
2.0 SOLUTION OF NORMAL EQUATION 
 
Solution of normal equation in LSE involve large and sparse matrix. Many direct methods can be 
applied to solve normal equation, e.g. Gauss-Doolittle, Gauss-Jordan Elimination, Singular Value 
Decomposition etc. Cholesky Decomposition is an efficient method to solve normal equation with 
symmetric positive definite of coefficient matrix, N (Press et al., 1986). Implementations of sparse 
matrix in Cholesky Decomposition are necessary to speed up the computation, memory management 
and for numerical stability. This is done based on the facts that N matrix is symmetric, large but 
sparse3. Implementation of Cholesky Decomposition involves 2 main steps, factorization and solving 
triangular systems. 
 
 
2.1 Factorization 
 
According to George & Liu (1981), a symmetric positive definite matrix, N with dimension of nn×  
will have a unique triangular factorization LLT, where L is a lower triangular matrix with positive 
diagonal entries. The purpose of factorization is to obtain the L matrix from N as represented in 
Equation (6). There are 2 ways in computing L matrix either using outer product form or bordering 
method. 
TLLN ⋅=              (6) 
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3 Contains a lot of zero values 
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2.1.1 Outer Product Form 
 
Computation of lower triangular matrix, L using outer product form can be derived as follows 
(George & Liu, 1981):- 
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Where:- 
=N  Symmetric positive definite matrix of order n 
=d  Positive scalar 
=v  An ( ) 11 ×−n  sub matrix 
=H  An ( ) ( 11 − )×− nn  sub matrix 
d
vvHH
T
−=  
 
The constructive proof of Equation (7) suggests a computational scheme to determine the factor L. It 
is so-called outer product form of the algorithm. The scheme can be described step by step in matrix 
as shown in Equations (8) – (11):- 
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T
nnnn LILN =−1  
 
After  steps of algorithm, the symmetric positive definite matrix, N will be completely decomposed 
into lower triangular matrix, L. 
n
 
TTTT
nn LLLLLLLLN == 1221 LL         (10) 
 
Where it can be shown that:- 
 
nn InLLLL )1(21 −−+++= L         (11) 
 
In this scheme, the columns of L are computed one by one. Each step will involve the modification of 
the sub matrix iH  by the outer product  to give  which is simply the sub matrix 
remaining to be factored. The access to the components of  during the factorization is depicted as in 
Figure 1. 
i
T
ii dvv / ,iH
A
 
 
 
Figure 1: Factorization Using Outer Product Form 
 
 
2.1.2 Bordering Method 
 
An alternative formulation of the factorization is the bordering method. The algorithm can be derived 
directly by equating the elements of N to the corresponding elements of the product  (Wolf & 
Ghilani, 1997).  
TLL
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Equation (12) show that the rows of L are computed one at the time. The part of the matrix remaining 
to be factored is not accessed until the corresponding part of L is to be computed. The sequence of 
computations can be depicted as follows. 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Factorization Using Bordering Method 
 (Computing Diagonal Elements) 
 
The final scheme for computing the components of L is the inner product form of the algorithm. The 
columns of L are computed one by one like the outer product version of algorithm, but the part of the 
matrix remaining to be factored is not accessed during the scheme. 
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The access to the components of L for both equations can be represented as in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Factorization Using Bordering Method (Combine Equations) 
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2.2 Solving Triangular Systems 
 
In Cholesky Decomposition, solving triangular system involves forward and back solution. During 
forward solution, the vector F is calculated as shown in Equations (14) – (16):- 
 
UXN =⋅            (14) 
UXLLT =⋅            (15) 
UFL =⋅            (16) 
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There are 2 common ways of solving the systems, which differ in the order in which the operations 
are performed. The first one involves the use of inner-product and the defining equations are given 
by:- 
ii
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k
kkiii LFLUF
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,
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The sequence of computation is depicted by the following diagram:- 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Solving Triangular Systems (Involve Inner-Product) 
 
 
The second method uses the matrix components of L in the same way as the outer-product version of 
the factorization. The defining equations are as follows:- 
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This scheme lends itself to exploiting sparsity in the solution F. If  turns out to be zero at the 
beginning of the i-th step,  is zero and the entire step can be skipped. The accessed to the 
components of the system is shown as follows. 
iU
iF
 
 
 
Figure 5: Solving Triangular Systems (Exploiting Sparsity) 
Back solution is the final step to get solution of normal equation base on F values.  
The entire rocesses for computing forward solution are repeated with upper triangular elements. 
 
FXLT =            (20) 
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3.0 COMPUTING THE INVERSE MATRIX 
 
Computation of inverse matrix is required to calculate the cofactor matrix4 [Equation (2)]. Using 
Cholesky Decomposition, the inverse of N matrix can be shown as follows. 
 
                                                 
4 Represent the quality of results 
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Where  is also a lower triangular matrix. 1−L
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The next computation are:- 
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Elements for  can be calculated using Equation (24). 1−L
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Based on Equation (24), solution of  can be calculated as below. 1−N
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4.0 ADVANTAGES OF USING CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION 
 
Solution of normal equation and inversing using Cholesky Decomposition has advantages as follows 
(Press et al., 1986; Wolf & Ghilani, 1997):- 
 
i. Faster computation times can be obtained due to solution of equation with only triangular 
elements. 
ii. Capable of detecting ill condition or singular matrix by checking the diagonal elements of 
lower triangular matrix, L.- 
 ( )2,1211211 iiiiii LLLnL −++−= K         (26) 
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If the matrix is singular or ill condition occur, diagonal elements for  will be zeros or near 
to zeros. 
iiL
iii. Cholesky Decomposition also capable on detecting lost of efficiency by calculating the Googe 
number. 
 
ii
ii
i n
Lg
2
=            (27) 
 
Lost of efficiency is claim to be happen if the Googe number is not within range 0 and 1. 
 
 
5.0 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
 
An LSE program is currently being developed at SERG based on the theory discussed. The module 
comes with the packages of deformation detection and graphic visualization. The program allows 
users to do adjustment of terrestrial (1D, 2D and 3D) and GPS data, link to STARNET (commercial 
LSE program from USA), S-Transformation to get results from other datum definition, feasibility of 
detecting gross errors and pre-analysis for network planning. The program will have extra features 
compared to the previous version (GPSAD2000) as listed in Table 2 (Bong, 2000; Halim et.al, 2004). 
Figure 6 shows interface of LSE program that is currently being developed. 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Interface of LSE Program 
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Table 1: Comparison of LSE Program vs GPSAD2000 (Previous Version) 
 
FUNCTIONS GPSAD2000 
 
NEW SOFTWARE 
 
- Dimensions 3D 1D, 2D and 3D 
- Computer Optimizations Normal approach Using single array and optimize 
with Cholesky Decomposition, 
sparse matrix, Gauss-Doolittle etc 
- Data Format Local (in-house software) Local (in-house software) 
- S-Transformation Adjustment in minimum constraint, 
minimum trace and partial 
minimum trace 
S-Transformation to minimum 
constraint, minimum trace and 
partial minimum trace 
- Linking to StarNet None Allow users to choose either LSE 
in local software or StarNet 
- Configurations menu Normal configuration More features 
- Graphical Presentation Show in graphic menu Graphic in LSE module 
- Help files None Guide users to use the program 
- Expot drawing Format *.dxf, *.bmp dan *.jpg Format *.dxf, *.bmp dan *.jpg 
 
 
The program gives four outputs: result of computation file (*.txt), deformation file (*.def), AutoCAD 
script file (*.scr) and graphic view. Users can decide either to save graphic in raster (*.gif) or vector 
(*.dxf) format. The program also provide some configurations e.g. unit to use, required results and etc 
as shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Configurations Menu 
 
 
6.0 CONCLUSION 
 
Least Square Estimation (LSE) has been gaining popularity rapidly as the method used for analyzing 
and adjusting surveying data. LSE is the most rigorous adjustment procedure available recently that 
based on the mathematical theory of probability. Computing normal equation in LSE involves large 
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and sparse matrix. Several methods can be implemented (iterative and direct) to solve normal 
equation. Cholesky Decomposition is an option and efficient to solve symmetric positive definite of 
coefficient matrix, N. Implementation of sparse matrix in Cholesky Decomposition will reduce the 
requirement of computer memory, processing times and capable on detecting weak condition of the 
systems. 
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